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ABSTRACT
Nucleosome positions onthe DNA are determined by
the intrinsic affinities of histone proteins to a given
DNA sequence and by the ATP-dependent activities
of chromatin remodeling complexes that can trans-
locate nucleosomes with respect to the DNA. Here,
we report a theoretical approach that takes into
account both contributions. In the theoretical analy-
sis two types of experiments have been considered:
in vitro experiments with a single reconstituted
nucleosome and in vivo genome-scale mapping of
nucleosome positions. The effect of chromatin
remodelers was described by iteratively redistribut-
ing the nucleosomes according to certain rules until
a new steady state was reached. Three major
classes of remodeler activities were identified:
(i) the establishment of a regular nucleosome spac-
ing in the vicinity of a strong positioning signal acting
as a boundary, (ii) the enrichment/depletion of
nucleosomes through amplification of intrinsic
DNA-sequence-encoded signals and (iii) the removal
of nucleosomes from high-affinity binding sites.
From an analysis of data for nucleosome positions
in resting and activated human CD4
+ T cells
[Schones et al., Cell 132, p. 887] it was concluded
that the redistribution of a nucleosome map to a
new state is greatly facilitated if the remodeler com-
plex translocates the nucleosome with a preferred
directionality.
INTRODUCTION
In eukaryotes, the DNA-binding of many protein factors
involved in transcription, replication, repair and recom-
bination is dependent on the chromatin organization.
In particular, the wrapping of DNA around the histone
octamer complex has long been recognized as a mechanism
to make DNA sequences inaccessible for the binding of
other proteins. Accordingly, changes of nucleosome posi-
tions at promoter and enhancer regions have been shown
to directly aﬀect gene expression (1–4). In addition, nucleo-
somes may also play an architectural role by mediating
interactions between regulatory proteins bound at distant
sites during transcription initiation (5). Nucleosome posi-
tions are controlled by three major contributions (1,6).
First, the intrinsic binding aﬃnity of the histone octamer
depends on the DNA sequence, and a number of natural
and artiﬁcial high-aﬃnity binding sequences have been
identiﬁed (7,8). A growing set of data has correlated the
in vivo nucleosome positions with histone aﬃnities to dif-
ferent DNA sequences (2,8–11). Second, the nucleosome
can be displaced or recruited by the competitive or coop-
erative binding of other protein factors (12–14). Third, the
nucleosome may be actively translocated by ATP-depen-
dent remodeling complexes. This reaction can be modu-
lated by a competitive displacement/binding event (9,15).
Furthermore, recent experiments have shown that the
result of the remodeling reactions is directed also by the
DNA sequence, and that diﬀerent nucleosome remodeling
complexes display characteristic translocation activities in
this respect (16). Several mechanisms for ATP-dependent
nucleosome translocation along the DNA have been pro-
posed (17–19). The available data argue in favor of a loop
recapture model. According to this model, the partial
unwrapping of a small segment of the intranucleosomal
DNA (e.g. 10–50bp) leads to formation of a loop that is
subsequently propagated around the histone octamer pro-
tein core (19–21).
Several recent studies have devised strategies to predict
whole-genome nucleosome positions based on the intrinsic
nucleosome-DNA aﬃnities (8,10,11,13,22–24). A strong
correlation of nucleosome positions with the sites pre-
dicted from the DNA sequence has been revealed in
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nematodes (29). In addition, in many instances nucleo-
some positions can change while the DNA sequence
remains the same. For example, numerous cases of remov-
ing ‘repressive’ nucleosomes from sites where they block
promoter access by remodeling complexes have been
reported (30–32). In a recent study in yeast the genome-
wide eﬀects of the RSC remodeler have been investigated
(15). Signiﬁcant deviations of the nucleosome maps from
the DNA sequence-determined ones were identiﬁed, and it
has been concluded that the RSC activity is an important
determinant of nucleosome positions. Global changes in
the nucleosome pattern have also been observed during
activation of human T cells (33). Finally, it is known
that striking diﬀerences in the nucleosome repeat length
exist between human tissues with values ranging from
173 6bp (cortical neurons) to 207 8bp (cortical glial
cells) (34). Thus, nucleosome-positioning patterns can
diﬀer signiﬁcantly for the same DNA sequence, and the
prediction of the experimentally observed nucleosome
occupancies will remain incomplete as long as the contri-
bution of chromatin remodeling complexes is not
accounted for. From the above ﬁndings, the following pic-
ture emerges: In the absence of remodelers, the equilib-
rium nucleosome positions on the DNA are governed by
their aﬃnities to diﬀerent DNA sequences (8,35). The
remodelers may be viewed as molecular machines that
transform this equilibrium into a diﬀerent steady state
upon ATP hydrolysis (16,36). Thus, the coupling of spe-
ciﬁc chromatin remodeling activities with intrinsic histone
binding preferences for certain DNA sequences deter-
mines the nucleosome locations in living cells.
With respect to the available experimental data on
nucleosomes positions, two types of systems can be distin-
guished. One is a single nucleosome that is positioned
in vitro on a DNA fragment of known sequence in the
absence or presence of a certain chromatin-remodeling
complex. Typically, nucleosomes are reconstituted on a
linear (16,37) or circular (36) DNA fragment that com-
prises several hundreds of base pairs. Nucleosome assem-
bly is conducted through salt-dialysis in a multistage
process determined by the initial recruitment of histones
H3 H4 to the DNA followed by the addition of H2A H2B
as reviewed previously (38). Upon hydrolysis of ATP the
remodeler repositions the nucleosome from the positions
obtained by salt-dialysis. From this well-deﬁned system,
insights into the mechanism of nucleosome translocation
and the activity diﬀerences of the various remodeling com-
plexes are obtained. In the second case the in vivo nucleo-
some occupancies are determined and analyzed in a
genome-wide manner (15,27,28,30,33,39,40). These studies
show that in many instances the repositioning of just
one or two nucleosomes provides a critical step in activat-
ing gene expression from a certain promoter (2,30).
Nevertheless, for the theoretical description a multiple-
nucleosome model has to be applied since there are
long-range interactions between the nucleosome positions
through combinatorial rearrangements. Moving a nucleo-
some changes the space allowed for other nucleosomes,
even if they are not the nearest neighbors, through
changes in the boundary conditions.
Here, we have developed a statistical thermodynamics
framework to calculate nucleosome positions by taking
into account both the equilibrium nucleosome arrange-
ment according to the DNA sequence as well as an
ATP-dependent repositioning. The experimental results
for the cases of a single nucleosome and a multiple-
nucleosome distribution in a DNA domain of several
kilobases are rationalized in terms of diﬀerent types of
chromatin remodeling activities. These are represented
in general terms by a function for the probability that
a nucleosome at a given position is translocated.
Furthermore, it is shown how regular phasing around a
single strong positioning signal is established. For more
complex patterns of global nucleosome rearrangements in
a genome-wide context, our calculations suggest that
translocations of nucleosomes occur with a preferred
directionality that reﬂects a gradient in the nucleosome
energy landscape.
METHODS
The model
A remodeler can remove the nucleosome from a given
position on the DNA with a certain probability. This
can be realized either by sliding it to the right/left, or by
completely evicting the nucleosome from the DNA
(Figure 1A). The DNA sequence is represented by a
one-dimensional lattice with the base pair as elementary
unit. Every base pair can be considered as the start of
a nucleosome binding site that covers m=147bp
(Figure 1B). Once the sequence-dependent aﬃnities of
the histone octamer K(n) are known, the equilibrium
nucleosome binding map is determined by the partition
function that is a sum of statistical weights of all possible
arrangements of nucleosomes on the DNA. This distribu-
tion can be derived with the help of the general transfer
matrix formalism developed previously for the calculation
of DNA–protein interactions (41) and protein-membrane
binding (42). Multiple nucleosome types and additional
proteins can be considered as well using this formalism.
To include the activity of chromatin remodeling com-
plexes in the theoretical description, a nucleosome at a
position n is considered. If associated with a remodeler,
it may be moved along the DNA by a remodeler-speciﬁc
step of s base pairs (Figure 1C). For example, the remo-
deling complex NURF or ISW2 repositions nucleosomes
in apparent increments of  10bp, while for SWI/SNF a
step length of around 50bp has been reported (43,44). The
probability function Pm(n) that the remodeler moves the
nucleosome at position n allows it to account for speciﬁc
types of remodeling activities (or their combination) in a
general manner. For example Pm(n) may be deﬁned to
depend on the aﬃnity of the histone octamer and the
remodeler to a given DNA sequence. At each position n,
a nucleosome can slide in two directions, which is
accounted for by a probability P–s to move the nucleo-
some to the site (n–s) and the probability P+s=1–P–s to
move it to the site (n+s). In the case of a single nucleo-
some on a DNA segment one can assume that P+s=P–s
= 0.5 (in the absence of additional signals that lead to a
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nucleosomes, P+sandP–s need to be recalculated dynam-
ically during repositioning, since they depend on the
absence or presence of another nucleosome at the target
site (Figure 1D).
The dependence of Pm and s on the DNA sequence
describes diﬀerent ‘remodeling rules’ that represent fea-
tures of diﬀerent classes of remodelers. It is noted that,
mathematically, the situation of a single remodeler
moving a nucleosome continuously step by step is equiv-
alent to the situation when several remodelers attach/
detach a nucleosome after each elementary translocation
step s. While s is an experimentally observable parameter,
it is more diﬃcult to deﬁne Pm, which may have a complex
dependence on the DNA sequence as given by n. This may
include a direct DNA sequence-dependence of the remo-
deling reaction or an indirect dependence through the
intrinsic histone-DNA aﬃnities K(n). The equilibrium
constant K(n) for the histone octamer binding at position
n is a function of the DNA sequence and can be derived
from the analysis of recent experiments (2,8,9,25,45). In
addition, one can try to deﬁne Pm(n) on the basis of expli-
cit kinetic or thermodynamic considerations as done pre-
viously (16). In the latter study, the remodeler activity was
described from the point of view of enzyme kinetics.
Nucleosome positioning to a certain site was explained
either by lowering the remodeler binding aﬃnity to the
nucleosomes at the target DNA sequence (the ‘release’
model) or by a reduced translocation rate away from
this site (the ‘arrest’ model). Here, the remodeler bind-
ing/unbinding reactions are not treated explicitly, and
all mechanistic diﬀerences are cast into Pm(n), P+s(n)
and P s(n).
Calculating equilibrium nucleosome distributions
The equilibrium nucleosome distributions are calculated
with the transfer matrix formalism, which has been
previously introduced as a systematic way to calculate
DNA–protein–drug binding in gene regulation (41) and
protein–membrane binding in signal transduction (42).
In this method, the DNA is represented as a one-dimen-
sional lattice of units (base pairs) numbered from left to
right as 1...N. All microstates allowed for each individual
unit are enumerated, and transfer matrices are constructed
that contain the conditional probabilities Qn(i, j) of having
unit n in state i and unit n+1 in state j. This approach can
be extended as needed to include not only the binding of
the histone octamer but also linker histones and other
chromosomal proteins or transcription factors. In addi-
tion, diﬀerent thermodynamic features could be assigned
to a certain type of nucleosome that for example contains
the H2A.Z histone variant instead of the canonical H2A
histone. In a system with f types of interacting DNA bin-
ders, each DNA unit may be in R states shown in the
Supplementary Table S1, where R is given by Equation
(1) (41):
R ¼
X f
g¼1
mg þ Vg
  
þ maxðVgÞþ3; 1
Here, mg is the length of a protein of type g, and max(Vg)
is the maximum protein–protein interaction distance
Figure 1. A schematic view of the remodeler action and the corresponding theoretical models. (A) Once a remodeler encounters a nucleosome, it
removes it with a probability Pm, which may depend on the nucleosome and remodeler type and the DNA sequence. Nucleosome remodeling may be
realized either as a sliding left/right without dissociation, or as a complete nucleosome eviction. (B) Nucleosome positioning may be viewed as an
equilibrium thermodynamic process allowing nucleosome dissociation and rebinding to a one-dimensional DNA lattice of elementary units (base
pairs) numbered by the index n. Nucleosome binding is characterized by the eﬀective aﬃnity Kn=K(n) and the nucleosome length m=147bp. (C)A
single-nucleosome translocation model considers one nucleosome on a short DNA segment as studied in in vitro experiments with reconstituted
nucleosomes. Nucleosome dissociation and sliding oﬀ from the DNA ends is prohibited. The model has four parameters: the remodeling probability
Pm, the elementary remodeler step s and the probabilities to move the nucleosome to the left (P–s) and to the right (P+s). (D) A multi-nucleosome
translocation model describes nucleosome repositioning in vivo. It is based on the model (C), but the probabilities to move the nucleosome to the left
and to the right now depend on the occupancy of the target site by other nucleosomes.
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a single protein covering m=147 DNA units (Figure 1B).
In the current study, all nucleosomes are of the same type
(one DNA binder type, f=1), and do not interact with
each other (V=0). This model is based on m+3 states,
according to which the histone octamer complex may be
bound or not to a given DNA sequence (Supplementary
Table S2). Each elementary DNA unit is either free or
inside a nucleosome. Three diﬀerent free DNA states are
distinguished, correspondingly before, after and between
the nucleosomes. A DNA unit inside a nucleosome may be
in one of m states depending on its location relative to
the nucleosome start. This model is equivalent to the
nucleosome model based on the dynamic programming
approach of bioinformatics (8), also known in biophysics
as the recurrent relations approach (46). Only one type of
DNA ligand is present, but many states of the complex
exist, i.e. a histone octamer can be present at any of the
N–m+1 binding sites of the DNA lattice.
The nucleosome translocation model
In the in vitro experiments mentioned above, typically only
one histone octamer is present that can slide along the
DNA in the absence of any competing proteins. The inter-
nucleosomal DNA state thus cannot be realized, and we
need to consider only m+2 states. Furthermore, only
certain combinations of states of consecutive units listed
in Supplementary Table S2 can be present, which is
reﬂected by a very sparse transfer matrix (Supplementary
Table S3). Prohibited combinations of states are assigned
a zero statistical weight in the transfer matrix. For this
model, the following nonzero matrix elements exist: A
free DNA unit may be followed by another free unit with
statistical weight 1. In particular, a ‘left free end’ unit may
be followed by another ‘left free end’ unit, and a ‘right free
end’ unit may be followed by another ‘right free end’ unit.
However, the ‘left free end’ cannot be followed by the‘right
free end’, which assures that a nucleosome is bound some-
where between. A bound DNA unit may be followed by
another bound unit or by the ‘right free end’. The matrix
element Qn(1, 2), which corresponds to the ﬁrst bound unit,
is characterized by the statistical weight equal to the
sequence-speciﬁc binding constant, K(n):
Qnð1,2Þ¼KðnÞ¼expð  Gn=RTÞ, 2
where  Gn is the energy of the histone octamer-DNA
interaction for a binding site starting at nucleotide n, R
the gas constant and T the temperature.  Gn could be
taken as a diﬀerence between the energies at nonspeciﬁc
and speciﬁc nucleosome-binding sites.
Dissociation of nucleosomes
In extension of the above model histone octamer particles
may dissociate from the DNA and rebind at thermo-
dynamic equilibrium. The number of nucleosomes on
the DNA is not ﬁxed as in the nucleosome translocation
model. Here, the total number of proteins in the system
(bound to the DNA and in solution) is ﬁxed. Considering
the limit of an excess of free proteins over free bind-
ing sites, the bulk concentrations may be considered
as constant. Thus, the nucleosome-dissociation model
requires an additional parameter c0 for the eﬀective his-
tone octamer concentration, and Equation (2) is rewritten
as follows:
Qnð1,2Þ¼KðnÞ c0, 2a
The transfer matrix for the nucleosome-dissociation
model is shown in Table S4. This matrix is based on
m+3 states listed in Table S2. Five matrix elements dis-
tinguish this model from the single-nucleosome transloca-
tion model: Qn(1, 2) is given by Equation (2a) as discussed
above. Qn(m,1)=1 allows a bound nucleosome to be
followed by another bound nucleosome; Qn(m+1,
m+2)=1 allows a situation when there are no nucleo-
somes on the DNA; Qn(m+3, 1)=1, Qn(m+3,
m+3)=1 and Qn(m, m+3)=1 allow free DNA gaps
between the nucleosomes. The transfer matrices described
above correspond to DNA units far from the boundaries.
The boundary conditions imply additional constraints on
the transfer matrices within m units close to the DNA
ends. These do not allow incomplete histone octamer
binding at the DNA ends.
Calculation of binding maps
For both the nucleosome-translocation and nucleosome-
dissociation models, the partition function Z is given by
the multiplication of the corresponding transfer matrices
Qn according to the DNA sequence (47):
Z ¼ 11... 1
  
 
Y N
n¼1
Qn  
1
1
...
1
0
B B @
1
C C A 3
It is convenient to calculate the partition function Z
and its derivatives recursively according to Equations (4)
and (5) (48).
Z ¼ AN  
1
1
...
1
0
B B B @
1
C C C A
, Ai ¼ Ai 1   Qn, A0 ¼ 11... 1
  
4
@Z
@X
¼
@AN
@X
 
1
1
...
1
0
B B B @
1
C C C A
,
@An
@X
¼
@An 1
@X
  Qn þ An 1 
@Qn
@X
5
The derivatives @Z/@Kn yield the binding map, i.e. the
probabilities P(0, n) to start a nucleosome at base pair n
in the absence of remodelers (41). The probability that a
given DNA unit is inside a nucleosome in the absence
of remodelers is given by C(0, n):
Cð0,nÞ¼
X n
n mþ1
Pð0,kÞ 6
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The equilibrium distribution of nucleosomes P(0,n)i s
calculated in the absence of remodelers by the transfer
matrix formalism as described above. The nucleosome
map in the presence of a remodeler is calculated iteratively
and is denoted as P(j,n), where j is the iteration number.
For each iteration, the nucleosome start site probabilities
are changed, proceeding from the ﬁrst to the last DNA
nucleotide according to the following procedure:
ðiÞ n   s :
Pðj,nÞ¼Pðj   1,n þ sÞ Pmðn þ sÞ P sðn þ sÞ
þ Pðj   1,nÞ ð 1   PmðnÞÞ   PþsðnÞ
ðiiÞ s < n   N   m   s þ 1 :
Pðj,nÞ¼Pðj   1,n   sÞ Pmðn   sÞ Pþsðn   sÞ
þ Pðj   1,n þ sÞ Pmðn þ sÞ
  P sðn þ sÞþPðj   1,nÞ ð 1   PmðnÞÞ
 ð P sðnÞþP þ sðnÞÞ
ðiiiÞ n > N   m   s þ 1 :
Pðj,nÞ¼Pðj   1,n   sÞ Pmðn   sÞ Pþsðn   sÞ
þ Pðj   1,nÞ ð 1   PmðnÞÞ   P sðnÞ
7
P+s(n)=P–s(n)=0.5 for a single-nucleosome sliding
model. Due to the ﬁxed boundary conditions in
Equation (7) a new steady state is obtained after a suﬃ-
cient number of iterations that represents the ﬁnal map of
nucleosome positions in the presence of a remodeler.
Repositioning in a multi-nucleosome context
Similarly to the single-nucleosome case, we start from the
equilibrium-binding map and iteratively recalculate the
distribution according to Equation (7). Due to the pres-
ence of multiple nucleosomes the parameters P–s(n) and
P+s(n) have to be adjusted at each step because the
boundary conditions for each nucleosome change dynam-
ically with repositioning of the neighboring nucleosomes.
The probabilities that a potential repositioning site is
already occupied, C(j,n), are given by Equation (6).
Then the probability to move a nucleosome by one unit
to the right is P+1(n)=0.5 (1–C(j,n+m)). Correspond-
ingly, the probabilities to move a nucleosome by s units,
P+s(n) and P–s(n) are given by the following expressions:
PþsðnÞ¼0:5  
Y nþmþs
k¼nþm
ð1   Cðj,kÞÞ 8
P sðnÞ¼0:5  
Y nþs 1
k¼n 1
ð1   Cðj,kÞÞ 9
For the case when a remodeler complex senses the
intrinsic histone-DNA energy landscape, the following
expressions were used:
PþsðnÞ¼0:5  
Kðn þ sÞ
KðnÞ
Y nþmþs
k¼nþm
ð1   Cðj,kÞÞ 10
P sðnÞ¼0:5  
Kðn   sÞ
KðnÞ
Y nþs 1
k¼n 1
ð1   Cðj,kÞÞ 11
The iterative repositioning was performed similarly
to the single-nucleosome model, with the parameters
P+s(n) and P–s(n) being recalculated at each step before
applying Equation (7).
Boundary conditions
Three possibilities exist to account for the boundary con-
ditions in the calculations. Open boundary conditions
would allow nucleosomes to slide oﬀ the ends of the
DNA. Unless this is compensated by new incoming
nucleosomes, this would lead to the depletion of nucleo-
somes after a suﬃciently large number of remodeling
iterations, i.e. a steady state is not reached. Circular
boundary conditions circumvent this problem by equating
the ﬂux of nucleosomes sliding oﬀ one DNA end and
entering the other end. They would be appropriate to
describe in vitro experiments with circular DNA substrates
(49), but cannot be applied to linear DNA segments or
to the analysis of a region within a chromosome.
Accordingly, ﬁxed boundary conditions (nucleosomes
cannot leave the ends of the linear DNA) are used here.
This can potentially lead to artiﬁcial ordering of several
nucleosomes close to the boundary as concluded pre-
viously for equilibrium ligand binding models (50–52).
However, by including suﬃciently long DNA regions
that ﬂank the genomic locus of interest any potential
disturbance due to ﬁxed boundary conditions can be
avoided.
Transformations between start site probabilities and
occupancy maps
The probability that the DNA unit n is covered by a
nucleosome is referred to as C(n) and the probability
that a nucleosome starts at a DNA unit n as P(n). The
values of C(n) and P(n) are connected by the following
relations:
n   m, CðnÞ¼
X n
1
PðkÞ 12
n < m, PðnÞ¼CðnÞ 
X n 1
1
PðkÞ,Pð1Þ¼Cð1Þ 13
m < n < L, CðnÞ¼
X n
n mþ1
PðkÞ 14
m < n   L   m þ 1,PðnÞ¼CðnÞ 
X n 1
n mþ1
PðkÞ 15
The binding maps were recalculated recursively accord-
ing to Equations (12–15) as explained in Supplementary
Data.
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Comparing predicted and experimentally determined
nucleosome occupancies
There are two types of experiments available for nucleo-
some positioning. In the nucleosome reconstitution experi-
ments in vitro, one can map exact positions of the
nucleosomes, while in the whole-genome experiments
the output is usually an averaged nucleosome occupancy
score. These two types of data need to be treated diﬀer-
ently to extract nucleosome aﬃnities and remodeler rules.
Figure 2 shows single-nucleosome reconstitution experi-
ments at a DNA fragment of 359bp in length correspond-
ing to the Drosophila hsp70 promoter (16,37). Previous
footprinting allowed establishing exact positions of
ﬁve preferred nucleosome start sites on this fragment
(Figure 2A) (16,37). A quantitative electrophoretic
analysis yields relative occupancies of these positions,
which, after mirroring and scaling for the length of the
DNA fragment, give the nucleosome start site probabil-
ities (black line in Figure 2B). The probability that a given
DNA base pair is occupied by the nucleosome (red line in
Figure 2B) is given by the sum of the probabilities to start
the nucleosome at the neighboring sites as detailed in the
‘Methods’ section and Supplementary Data. The blue line
shows the probabilities to start a nucleosome predicted by
the DNA sequence according to a previously published
algorithm (25,45). Due to the boundary conditions, the
method fails at the distal DNA sites, but in the middle
of the DNA it is still valid. The positions of the N1 and N3
peaks exactly coincide with small peaks of the predicted
start site positions. However, the relative occupancies
of the peaks expected from the DNA sequence do not
correlate with the experimentally observed ones. This
picture may change signiﬁcantly in vivo due to diﬀerent
boundary conditions (stronger positioning sites nearby)
and the remodeler action. In fact, the region of the
hsp70 promoter shown in Figure 2 is depleted of nucleo-
somes in vivo (53).
Figure 3A depicts the in vivo nucleosome occupancies in
a 2-kb enhancer region of chromosome 5 involved in the
activation of the human CD4
+ T cells as derived from
MNase digestion and subsequent Solexa sequencing (33).
It is representative for the reported changes in the nucleo-
some position pattern that occur all through the genome
upon T-cell activation (33). The locus contains a con-
served noncoding sequence termed CNS1 that is required
for the maturation of naive CD4
+ T cells upon induction
(54). Its precise function is currently not known but it
is apparent that it contains several nucleosomes that are
subject to chromatin remodeling activity upon activation.
The distributions of nucleosome occupancy probabilities
Figure 2. Nucleosome positioning in vitro at the Drosophila hsp70
promoter region (359bp). (A) Nucleosome positions determined by
footprinting (37). (B) Relative intensities of nucleosome positioning
peaks determined from our scan of the electrophoresis experiments
(16). The black line shows nucleosome start site probabilities, and the
red line is a calculated probability that a given DNA base pair is
occupied by a nucleosome. The blue line shows a predicted start site
probability assuming that the positioning is determined solely by
the DNA sequence according to the algorithm by Segal, Widom and
co-workers (25,45).
Figure 3. Experimental nucleosome occupancy scores in the resting
(black lines) and activated (red lines) human CD4P
+P T cells (33)
compared with the predictions for nucleosome positioning based on
the DNA sequence (blue lines) according to the algorithm by Segal,
Widom and coworkers (25,45). (A) Nucleosome occupancies for a 2-kb
enhancer region, which is involved in the IL-4 and IL-13 gene regula-
tion during T-cell activation (Chr5: 132026342 to 1321028342).
(B) Autocorrelation functions calculated for a 40-kb interval including
the enhancer region above.
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+ T cells
reported in ref. 33 are superimposed with the nucleosome
occupancies predicted from the DNA sequence (blue). The
two experimental distributions show clear diﬀerences with
some nucleosome-binding sites displaying changes in
occupancies, while others appear to be shifted to another
position. Apart from some exceptions the experimentally
found positions mostly coincide with those predicted from
the DNA sequence, but the relative occupancies of these
sites do not correlate. The deviations of experimental
nucleosome occupancies from sequence-predicted maps
(Figure 3A), are not restricted to the region shown in
Figure 3A, but represent a general feature of the nucleo-
some positions from this data set. This is inferred from an
autocorrelation analysis (Figure 3B), similar to that used
previously to evaluate nucleosome positions (8,13). The
comparison of the three nucleosome distributions for a
40-kb genomic region including the region shown in
Figure 3A reveals that the theoretical nucleosome map
has much more regular nucleosome spacing than the
experimental distributions. The autocorrelation curves
for the resting and activated cell state were very similar
on a short scale (<80bp). Other genomic regions of a size
around 40kb showed a similar behavior. Signiﬁcantly
larger regions could not be computed due to the presence
of gaps in the experimental data set.
Repositioning of a single nucleosome
Calculations were performed for a DNA fragment of
359bp in length corresponding to the Drosophila hsp70
DNA fragment used in previous in vitro experiments
(16,37). Based on the experimental data shown in
Figure 2, ﬁve preferred nucleosome positions were identi-
ﬁed and the relative histone octamer–DNA-binding
aﬃnities corresponding to these positions were assigned.
For the calculations the nonspeciﬁc equilibrium binding
constant was normalized to K=1M
–1. The energy diﬀer-
ence for site-speciﬁc sites was around 2kT (K 7M
–1).
This is consistent with experimental estimates of
  G 3kcal/mol for nucleosome positioning by 5S
rDNA sequence as compared to the random sequence
(55). As long as only the translocation of nucleosomes
but not their dissociation is considered the absolute
values of K are not relevant. Accordingly, the distribution
depends only on the ratio between equilibrium binding
constants for diﬀerent DNA sites.
In the calculations for the positioning of a single nucleo-
some, two cases were distinguished. In one series of calcu-
lations, it was assumed that the remodeler probability
Pm(n) to move the nucleosome from site n by a step of
s base pairs is not aﬀected by the nucleosome position,
and that the outcome of the translocation reaction is
determined only by the nucleosome–DNA interactions.
Alternatively, it was investigated how the nucleosome
position distribution changes if remodelers display a site-
dependent activity in addition to intrinsic histone–DNA
aﬃnity diﬀerences. Results of these calculations are
presented in Figure 4, where the red lines depict equilib-
rium distributions of nucleosomes in the absence of
remodelers, and the blue lines reﬂect the activity of diﬀer-
ent remodeler types.
Remodeler-spacer. A remodeler without any DNA
sequence speciﬁcity repositions a nucleosome in steps of
s base pairs from any initial position with equal probabil-
ity (Pm=1). The boundary conditions prevent a nucleo-
some from leaving the DNA at the ends of the fragment.
The calculations in Figure 4A demonstrate that the action
of such a remodeler is to break the initial sequence-speciﬁc
nucleosome distribution, and to redistribute the nucleo-
somes to a state with equal spacing, which is a multiple
of the remodeler step s. Yet, the strongest initial nucleo-
some binding sites remain enriched. This eﬀect results
from the ﬁxed translocation step size and a ﬁnite DNA
segment length. The spacing pattern would become less
well deﬁned if the step size was a distribution centered
on some average value, e.g. s=50 x, or if the DNA
length N>>s. This remodeler type allows coping with
the periodicity constraints required for the higher-order
chromatin packing, as well as with the fact that most of
the accessible nucleosome positions appear to be prede-
ﬁned by the DNA sequence. The latter is inferred from our
previous observation that in vivo remodelers change the
relative occupancy of the intrinsically favored nucleosome
binding sites rather than translocating a nucleosome to a
‘new’ site (Figure 3). To verify this mechanism in vitro, one
could examine DNAs in which diﬀerent known nucleo-
some-positioning sequences are combined. In the absence
of a remodeler, the nucleosome will be positioned accord-
ing to its intrinsic binding aﬃnity. Upon addition of a
remodeler of the ‘spacer’ type deﬁned above, one would
obtain nucleosome-binding maps similar to those shown
in Figure 4A, with regular nucleosome spacing and some
remaining preference for high-aﬃnity binding sites.
Fitting of the experimental distributions with this model
would allow extracting the elementary remodeler step
length s, a parameter otherwise not easily accessible.
Remodeler-amplifier. To translocate nucleosomes, remo-
delers need to break histone–DNA contacts, e.g. form a
DNA loop and propagate it along the nucleosome to
reposition the nucleosome in steps that are determined
by the loop size (19). Since this involves the unwrapping
of DNA from the histone octamer core, the eﬃciency of
the remodeler reaction could be dependent on the DNA
aﬃnity of the histone octamer, i.e. Pm is a function of
K(n). At ﬁrst, a simple relation Pm=1/K(n) was investi-
gated. A remodeler that operates in this manner would
accelerate nucleosome movements without aﬀecting the
sequence preferences. Indeed, the corresponding binding
map coincides with the initial thermal equilibrium distri-
bution of nucleosomes on the DNA (red line in
Figure 4B). If the remodeler binding to nucleosome-posi-
tioning DNA sequences is facilitated as well (for example
because nucleosome positioning sequences are more bend-
able), the repositioning will display a pronounced DNA
sequence dependence, e.g. Pm=1/K
2. Figure 4B shows
that for this case the eﬀect of diﬀerences in the intrinsic
nucleosome–DNA aﬃnities was ampliﬁed. The probabil-
ity to ﬁnd a nucleosome at a high-aﬃnity DNA site was
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NURF complexes are examples of remodelers that redis-
tribute nucleosomes away from their initial thermal equi-
librium, but only within the other positions that are
closely related to those selected during thermal equilibra-
tion (16,18). Accordingly, for this remodeler class, one
could attempt to measure the Pm(K) dependence.
Directionality and end-effects. The nucleosome is a sym-
metric object, and as such, it cannot account for any
directional movement unless directionality is DNA
sequence-directed and/or appropriately localized modiﬁ-
cation of the histone octamer core (like post-translational
histone modiﬁcation or incorporation of histone variants)
are present. In in vitro experiments a directionality of the
translocations was observed in the case of SWI/SNF,
ISWI and Rad54 remodelers tracking in the 30-50 direction
along one strand of the DNA duplex (17). In our calcula-
tions, such directionality can be accounted for by diﬀerent
probabilities of moving a nucleosome from the site n
toward the left and right DNA ends. This leads to a sat-
uration of sites close to one of the DNA ends, while the
sites closer to the other end are depleted. In addition, the
probability to ﬁnd a nucleosome at nonspeciﬁc sites closer
to the favored DNA end is increased (data not shown).
In vivo, some remodelers appear to act directionally, e.g.
by moving the nucleosomes from/to regulatory sequences.
For example, Isw2 functions adjacent to promoter regions
where it directionally repositions nucleosomes at the
interface between genic and intergenic sequences. This
results in increased nucleosome occupancy of the inter-
genic region (2). However, this type of directionality
may also be described by remodeler sequence-speciﬁcity
(see below) rather than by asymmetric tracking along
Figure 4. Probabilities that a nucleosome starts at the DNA site n, calculated in the frame of the single-nucleosome translocation model in the
absence of remodelers (red lines) and in the presence of remodelers (blue lines), 10000 iterations. (A) Repositioning probabilities are equal for all
sites: Pm=1,s=50. (B) Repositioning probabilities correlate with thermal nucleosome positioning probabilities: Pm=1/K
2, s=10. (C) The initial
map is calculated assuming that there is no speciﬁc binding at the distal DNA sites. The remodeler can move nucleosomes from any site but
the DNA ends [Pm(1<n<N)=1, Pm(n=1,N)=1, s=10]. (D and E) Remodeler-positioner does not translocate a nucleosome from a position
n=110 [Pm(n=110)=0, Pm(n6¼110)=1, s=50] (D) and s=10 (E). (F) Remodeler removes a nucleosome from site n=110 [Pm(n=110)=1,
Pm(n6¼110)=1/K, s=10].
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Figure 2, some of the nucleosome sites at a linear DNA
fragment in vitro do not correspond to the inherent
nucleosome–DNA aﬃnities, but are speciﬁc to the exper-
imental setup. For example, all nucleosome-reconstitution
experiments report high nucleosome populations at the
DNA ends independently of the DNA sequence (37).
This eﬀect could be explained in part by entropic eﬀects
due to the restrictions at the polymer ends as suggested by
Brownian dynamics simulation of nucleosome sliding in
the absence of a remodeler (56). By setting Pm=1 at both
DNA ends, we can ensure that the remodeler removes the
distal nucleosomes. As a result, other binding sites become
more populated. Such a remodeling activity was reported
for ISW1a, Chd1 and ACF, which showed a strong pref-
erence for mobilizing nucleosomes from the DNA ends to
more central sites (16,57,58). Another extreme would be to
set Pm=0 at both DNA ends, which leads to trapping the
nucleosomes as they reach this position. Figure 4C shows
the results of such calculations, where the initial nucleo-
some map did not contain the nucleosomes at the ends,
and after remodeling, only the distal nucleosome positions
remain. A distal nucleosome lacking linker DNA on one
site appears to be indeed a bad substrate for some remo-
deling complexes as observed for Isw1b, which moves
nucleosomes to the end (58).
It is noted that for the calculations described in the
context of Figure 4, a model was used where nucleosomes
cannot slide oﬀ the DNA end. However, in vivo nucleo-
somes could be translocated over larger distances or
nucleosomes could be evicted. If sliding oﬀ the DNA
ends is allowed, the total nucleosome binding probability
is not conserved and the map of binding depends on the
number of iterations. After a large number of iterations
only the strongest binding sites remain, and other binding
sites are completely depleted (data not shown). This mech-
anism would allow for a discrimination of the strongest
binding site out of a number of competing weaker sites.
Remodeler-remover and remodeler-positioner. Sequence-
speciﬁc remodelers can rewrite the nucleosome position
pattern and enrich or deplete nucleosomes at the binding
sites that are deﬁned by the intrinsic DNA sequence
preference of the histone octamer. Although chromatin
remodeling complexes can translocate nucleosomes also
to sites with an intrinsically low aﬃnity, this seems to be
the case only for certain locations as discussed above (16).
The DNA sequence-dependent translocation has been
analyzed in Figure 4D–F. First, calculations were con-
ducted for a large-step remodeler (s=50), which reposi-
tions a nucleosome from all sites except for n=110
[Pm(n6¼110)=1, Pm(n=110)=0]. After 10000 itera-
tions, the corresponding binding map in Figure 4D
becomes similar to that in Figure 4A. By removing nucleo-
somes from all preferred positions except for n=110 an
enrichment at this site is observed. Thus, the remodeler
acts also as an ‘ampliﬁer’ at these positions (albeit
according to a diﬀerent mechanism than in Figure 2B),
while the basic features of the ‘spacer’ activity are
retained. Lowering the step size to s=10 makes it a less
eﬀective spacer and a more eﬀective ampliﬁer (Figure 4E).
The model with the parameters Pm(n6¼110)=1/K and
Pm(n=110)=0 yielded similar distributions (data not
shown). In Figure 4F the calculated binding map for a
remodeler is depicted, which has a higher repositioning
probability for the site n=110 [Pm(n6¼110)=1/K,
Pm(n=110)=1]. As expected, such a remodeler removes
a nucleosome from this single high-aﬃnity site to any of
the weaker binding sites. This remodeler type is referred to
here as a ‘remover’. It would act locally by redistributing
one or two nucleosomes to other sites. This behavior has
been observed in nucleosome repositioning experiments
where the human SWI/SNF removed two nucleosomes
from their high-aﬃnity sites at the C-myc promoter to
adjacent low-aﬃnity sites (36) as well as for the hsp70
and rDNA promoter fragments (16).
Equilibrium nucleosome distributions in vivo
Recently, whole-genome nucleosome occupancies have
been reported for several organisms (15,27,28,30,
33,39,40). Figure 5A shows data from Schones et al.
(33) for nucleosome occupancies in human CD4
+ T
cells. Exemplary distributions of nucleosome occupancy
probabilities in a segment of 2kb from the chromosome
5 of the resting and activated CD4
+ T cells are depicted.
As discussed above, this type of data reﬂect DNA occu-
pancies C(n), not the nucleosome start site probabilities
P(n). The nucleosome start site probabilities can be calcu-
lated from the DNA occupancy probabilities with a min-
imal loss of information using the recursive procedure
described under ‘Methods’ section. Figure 5B shows the
start site probabilities calculated for the chromosomal
region shown above. One can see, that the activated
state distribution (red lines) becomes more regular due to
the removal of several small peaks from the resting state
distribution (black lines). In analogy with a standard bio-
chemical equilibrium, the start site probabilities P(n) can
be normalized to [0, 1], and the nucleosome aﬃnities K(n)
can be deﬁned as K(n)=P(n)/(1–P(n)). Here it is assumed
that the eﬀective nucleosome concentration is equal to 1.
Figure 5C depicts the binding maps for the resting
(black) and activated (red) states of the abovementioned
region of chromosome 5 of human CD4
+ T cells using the
binding constants extracted from Figure 5B. This data set
can be related to the three basic remodeling activities of an
‘ampliﬁer’, ‘remover’ or ‘spacer’ identiﬁed from the sin-
gle-nucleosome analysis described above (Figure 4). A
remodeler of the ‘remover’ type evicts the nucleosomes
at positions 5 and 10 in Figure 5C. Nucleosomes 6, 8
and 9 are subject to the action of a remodeler-‘ampliﬁer’.
In addition, the nucleosomes are nonspeciﬁcally spaced
between the strong positioning sites to occupy all the
space available after eviction of their neighbors. For a
region shown in Figure 5 and a number of other genomic
regions (data not shown), we were able to interpret all
nucleosome changes with the help of combinations of
these three remodeler activities. For example, a remode-
ler-‘positioner’ was not required, because all potential
nucleosome positions (but not occupancies) seemed to be
predeﬁned by the DNA sequence. This suggests that
experimentally obtained genomic data indeed can be
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rules within the theoretical framework developed here.
Vice versa, the rules for the acting remodelers may be
deduced from the comparison of the maps obtained for
diﬀerent cell states. The latter would require additional
experimental information concerning the type(s) of remo-
delers participating in this particular event or the knock
down of speciﬁc remodeler classes as done in yeast for
ISW2 (9) and RSC (15). Equilibrium binding maps of
the type shown in Figure 5 can be used to follow the
fate of individual nucleosome occupancies in diﬀerent
cell states. By varying the eﬀective nucleosome concentra-
tion, they could provide experimentally testable mecha-
nisms for the implementation of ‘nucleosome switches’,
in which large changes of the expression pattern would
be mediated by relatively small changes in the chemical
potential (i.e. the eﬀective concentration) of histones (59).
Calculating the redistribution of nucleosome position
patterns
The above type of equilibrium model does not allow it
to dissect the dynamics of nucleosome redistributions.
In order to identify how nucleosome maps change in
response to diﬀerent remodeler activities, we have
performed calculations using the multiple-nucleosome
translocation model depicted in Figure 1D.
Nonspecific remodelers establish regular nucleosome
spacing. Figure 6 shows the results of the calculation for
a 2-kb enhancer region of the human chromosome 5 in the
context of the multiple-nucleosome translocation model.
The initial nucleosome-binding map was computed from
the intrinsic nucleosome-DNA occupancies according
to refs. (25,45). In the calculations in Figure 6A, the
nucleosomes were redistributed by a nonspeciﬁc remodeler
(Pm=1, s=10). The probabilities to move the nucleo-
some to the left and to the right were calculated according
to Equations (8) and (9). After 100000 iterations, the ini-
tial binding map is transformed into a new steady state, in
which the nucleosomes tend to form a tightly packed
nucleosome array with equal spacing. The average nucleo-
some–nucleosome distance in Figure 6A is determined by
the length of the histone octamer-binding site (147bp) and
the length of nucleosome–nucleosome interaction poten-
tial (V=0 in Figure 6). The ﬁnal nucleosome distribution
does not depend on the initial nucleosome preferences and
the remodeler step size s. This is true for small remodeler
steps, s<<m (for both ﬁxed and variable s) as it appears
to be the case for nucleosome positioning in CD4
+ T cells
(Figures 3–5). Increasing the remodeler step size results in
a more homogenous distribution. If the remodeler step
size is comparable to the length of the histone octamer-
binding site the distribution becomes phased in intervals
of the remodeler step s (data not shown).
Figure 6B shows calculations for a remodeler-ampliﬁer
(Pm=1/exp(K(n)), s=10), which favors nucleosome
removals from low-aﬃnity sites and disfavors removals
from high-aﬃnity sites. These calculations demonstrate
that the intrinsic DNA aﬃnities of the histone octamer
can lead to a regular nucleosome spacing in the presence
of an inversely related remodeler activity. Although the
map in Figure 6B is not as regular as that in Figure 6A,
a well-deﬁned pattern of groups of high-probability
nucleosome start sites separated by roughly equal intervals
is apparent. This ordering results from the remodeler
activity, which keeps the intrinsically preferred nucleo-
some sites and introduces the boundary-determined
spacing.
Regular nucleosome spacing has been reported for
many systems in vivo. In particular, nucleosome phasing
is required to maintain the higher-level packing of hetero-
chromatin (60), centromeres (40) and speciﬁc regulatory
regions (27,61). Regular spacing does not form sponta-
neously by in vitro reconstitution but requires the activity
of chromatin remodeling factors uch as ACF (62).
Accordingly, ACF and other remodelers have been pro-
posed to act as nucleosome ‘spacing engines’ (63,64).
In vivo a small number of precisely positioned nucleo-
somes may play a role as boundary constraints similar
to the ‘DNA ends’ in our calculations. Weakly positioned
nucleosomes would be evenly spaced between strongly
positioned nucleosomes according to the mechanism
revealed above. A recent study has found that the genomic
Figure 5. A quantitative analysis of in vivo data using the equilibrium-
binding model. The experimental nucleosome occupancy scores for the
resting (black) and activated (red) CD4
+ T cell reported by Schones
et al. (33) (A) were transformed into the nucleosome start site probabil-
ities (B). Then, relative binding aﬃnities were assigned as K(n)=P(n)/
(1–P(n) and used to calculate equilibrium binding maps shown in the
(C). Three main remodeler activities predicted from single-nucleosome
modeling (Figure 4) are observed at this genomic region as indicated by
the arrows. The nucleosomes 4 and 10 are removed, the occupancies of
nucleosomes 6, 8 and 9 and the nucleosomes between these sites are
ampliﬁed and shifted due to the change of their local boundary condi-
tions as imposed by the ﬂanking nucleosomes.
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and +1 nucleosomes in yeast. The +1 nucleosome
forms a barrier against which nucleosomes are packed,
resulting in uniform positioning, which decays at increas-
ing distances from the barrier (27,61). An even stronger
barrier might be imposed by the insulator binding protein
CTCF, which can induce phasing for about 10 adjacent
nucleosomes on each side (65,66). This is consistent with
our calculations in Figure 6 suggesting that a single strong
positioning signal may position several nucleosomes.
Thus, a regular nucleosome spacing can be obtained also
in the absence of any linker length dependence in the
remodeling reaction.
Sequence-specific repositioning. In this scenario, the remo-
deler repositions nucleosomes from all sites except those
coinciding with the nucleosome sites in the ﬁnal experi-
mental distribution. This would correspond to the release
model for nucleosome positioning proposed previously
(16). The additional regulatory signals that direct such a
repositioning activity could involve changes of the remo-
deler activity for example through the binding/release
of regulatory subunits and/or modiﬁcations of epigenetic
signals recognized by the remodeler. This is not considered
here explicitly; instead, all nucleosome-position-speciﬁc
remodeling activities are included into the probability
for translocation Pm(n).
In Figure 7, the initial distribution is derived from the
experimental nucleosome scores for ‘resting’ CD4
+ T cells
(33). The remodeling probabilities were then estimated
from the experimental nucleosome score for ‘activated’
CD4
+ T cells. Initially, these probabilities were set to
be equal to the inverse values of the nucleosome start
site probabilities corresponding to the activated cells.
However, with this relation the nucleosome-binding map
did not converge to the experimental map of the activated
cells even after more than 100000 iterations (data not
shown). Therefore, a stronger (exponential) dependence
of the remodeling probability was used according
to Pm(n)=1/(exp(Pa(n)), where Pa(n) is the start site
Figure 7. Calculating multi-nucleosome redistribution patterns by a sequence-speciﬁc remodeler. The two plots at the bottom show experimental
nucleosome start site probabilities in the resting (black) and activated (red) CD4
+ T cells from the data of Schones et al. (33). Above them the
theoretical nucleosome maps calculated iteratively starting from the resting state as an initial distribution are depicted. The remodeling probability
depends on the activated state pattern [Pm(n)=1/exp(Pa(n)], where Pa(n) is the nucleosome start site probability in the activated state and the step
size is s=10. The number of iterations is indicated in the Figure. (A) The probabilities to move the nucleosome to the left and to the right were
determined only by the occupancies of the corresponding target sites according to Equations (8) and (9). Arrows point to the nucleosome locations
where the discrepancy between the observed and expected distributions is especially large. (B) The probabilities to move the nucleosomes to the left
and to the right were determined not only by the occupancies of the target sites, but also included a preferred directionality calculated using the
nucleosome preferences given by Pa(n) according to Equations (10) and (11).
Figure 6. Modeling multi-nucleosome redistribution by a remodeler-spacer. (Bottom) Shows nucleosome start site probabilities predicted from the
intrinsic aﬃnities according to the algorithm by Segal, Widom and coworkers (25,45). (Top) Shows the nucleosome maps recalculated iteratively
according to Equations (7–9) for the remodeler-spacer starting from the thermal equilibrium distribution. The number of iterations is indicated in the
Figure. (A) The remodeling probability is equal for all sites (Pm=1, s=10). (B) The remodeling probability is negatively correlated with intrinsic
histone-DNA aﬃnities [Pm(n)=1/exp(K(n)), s=10].
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+ T cells (Figure 7A).
The probabilities to move the nucleosome to the left and
to the right, P s(n)and P+s(n), were determined by the
occupancies of the target sites according to Equations
(8) and (9). As shown in Figure 7A, the calculated map
tends to move from the experimental score of the resting
cell to the activated one. After a large number of itera-
tions, the theoretical nucleosome distribution captures
many features of the experimentally activated nucleosome
map. However, even after 100000 iterations, there are still
sites such as those indicated by arrows in Figure 7A,
which do not coincide with the experimental peaks. For
a even higher number of iterations (up to 1000000 itera-
tions were conducted), the distribution pattern did not
change signiﬁcantly. When starting the calculations from
the initial nucleosome distribution with some peaks
deleted (mimicking the eviction of nucleosomes at these
sites), the ﬁnal calculated maps still did not converge to
the experimental distribution in the activated cells (data
not shown). Thus, the remodeling mechanism used in
these calculations is not eﬃcient with respect to mediating
the change of the nucleosome position pattern between the
resting to the activated cell state.
Directional nucleosome repositioning. Figure 7B shows the
calculations performed as in Figure 7A, but including dif-
ferent probabilities to move the nucleosome to the left and
to the right in the following form:
P sðnÞ¼Kðn   sÞ=KðnÞ;PþsðnÞ¼Kðn þ sÞ=KðnÞ
P s(n)andP+s(n)were normalized to [0,1] and further
reﬁned by the occupancies of the target sites according
to Equations (10) and (11). Here, the binding constants
were determined from the nucleosome binding map of
the activated cell state with K(n)=Pa(n)/(1–Pa(n)). This
description will result in a preferred translocation of the
nucleosome in the direction, in which a more thermody-
namically stable conﬁguration is obtained. As shown in
Figure 7B, after 100000 iterations the calculated binding
map converges to the experimental map for the activated
CD4
+ T cell state. Thus, the change between nucleosome-
positioning patterns as in the activation of resting CD4
+
T cells can be achieved much more eﬃciently if nucleo-
some translocations occur with a preferred directionality.
How could this type of directional translocation be imple-
mented into the molecular mechanism by which chromatin
remodelers operate? From the above results we propose
that eﬀective remodelers are able to reposition the nucleo-
some by small rather than large steps and that they sample
the intrinsic nucleosome–DNA interaction at diﬀerent
positions of the histone octamer core with respect to the
DNA. According to the available structural data the
remodeler usually represents a large enzymatic complex
that surrounds the nucleosome as its substrate in the reac-
tive center (67). Mechanistically, this type of interaction
could provide a speciﬁc microenvironment in which
DNA–histone interactions are easily being broken and
re-established. This would facilitate loop propagation
around the histone octamer core so that many DNA
sequence positions are sampled from which the
energetically most favorable ones are selected. On top of
this, certain remodelers might operate through a direct
readout of the DNA sequence and/or epigenetic marks,
thus providing the targeting of nucleosomes to speciﬁc
positions.
CONCLUSIONS
Understanding the factors that govern nucleosome posi-
tioning is an important aspect of the regulation of gene
expression, since the (re)positioning of nucleosomes at
regulatory regions determines, which genes are active
(2,30,33). The analysis of in vitro and in vivo data on
nucleosome positions, like those shown in Figures 2 and
3, conﬁrms the previously reported correlation with ener-
getically preferred positions that are determined by the
DNA sequence. However, it is also apparent that the rel-
ative occupancies of these positions as well as the translo-
cation of nucleosomes to certain sites cannot be accounted
for by the DNA sequence alone. Therefore, a method was
developed here to calculate nucleosome positions, which
takes into account the intrinsic DNA aﬃnities of the
histone octamer and ATP-dependent repositioning by
remodelers. In calculations based on the in vitro experi-
ments using the Drosophila hsp70 promoter several main
classes of remodelers were characterized. These are
referred to as ‘ampliﬁer’, ‘remover’ and ‘spacer’ to facili-
tate the rationalization of the observed changes in the
nucleosome position patterns as illustrated in Figure 5.
It is noted that any type and combination of translocation
activities can be included in our approach for calculating
nucleosome-position patterns through an appropriately
deﬁned function Pm(n) for the probability that a nucleo-
some at position n is translocated.
Our calculations have a number of further mechanistic
implications for nucleosome remodeling. The ‘spacer’ type
of DNA sequence-independent remodeling explains how
a regular positioning of nucleosomes can be established
that is deﬁned by the presence of a few strong (intrinsic)
nucleosome-positioning sequences or insulator type
boundary elements as for example those formed by the
CTCF protein (Figures 4A and Figure 6). This type of
remodeler does not require any DNA sequence-dependent
activity. On the other hand, for a remodeler-‘ampliﬁer’ the
probability of nucleosome translocation is dependent on
the strength of histone–DNA interactions so that stronger
binding sites for the histone octamer are enriched and
weaker sites are depleted (Figure 4B). A number of
DNA sequences have been identiﬁed as natural nucleo-
some-positioning and nucleosome-excluding motives
(7,8,68,69). The repeats of bendable AT-rich sequences
seem to favor nucleosome positioning, while more rigid
GC-rich sequences tend to exclude nucleosomes. Finally,
a chromatin remodeling complex can (directly or indir-
ectly) readout DNA sequence features that do not
simply reﬂect diﬀerences in the histone–DNA aﬃnity
(16,36,70). This observation can be used to rationalize
the ‘remover’-type activity identiﬁed here: nucleosomes
bound at sites where they could act as particularly good
substrates for the remodeling reaction are removed
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positions (16).
The question how remodelers actually move multiple
nucleosomes in vivo to achieve a precise pattern character-
istic for a new cell state was addressed in iterative calcula-
tions of the binding maps corresponding to a locus in
the resting human CD4
+ T cell with the aim to derive
the nucleosome distribution of the activated cell state.
It appeared that although the diﬀerent remodeler activities
mentioned above can explain the changes in the nucleo-
some maps qualitatively, the dynamic remodeling of many
nucleosomes was a relatively slow process. Accordingly,
we propose that the energetic diﬀerences of the histone–
DNA positioning landscape are sampled in the nucleo-
some-remodeling complex to select translocations that
are more favorable in one direction than in the other
(Figure 7).
In our model, the nucleosome core particle is considered
as a single entity that occupies 147bp of DNA. The for-
mation of subnucleosomal particles (like a hexasome miss-
ing one H2A H2B dimer or a H3 H4 tetramer complex
bound to DNA in the absence of H2A H2B) is not con-
sidered (71). In addition, an overlapping of nucleosome
positions, i.e. a nucleosome repeat length <147bp is pro-
hibited. Several recent experiments suggest that the situa-
tion in vivo may be more complicated. Chromatin
remodelers can alter the nucleosome structure (49), and
nucleosomes can invade territories occupied by other
nucleosomes (72). In addition, a remodeler can fully or
partly evict histones from a nucleosome (32,73). These
activities could provide mechanisms that speed up the
large-scale transitions from one nucleosome-positioning
pattern to another. It is noted that our theoretical frame-
work is very general. By including additional states, it can
be extended to account for the occurrence of subnucleo-
somal particles as well as a shift of the equilibrium
between nucleosomes and subnucleosomal particles due
to the remodeler activity.
Another mechanistic aspect to be explored in further
studies is the recruitment and activation of the remodeling
machinery through the sequence-speciﬁc binding of other
proteins to the DNA (74). Transcription factors recognize
their speciﬁc sequences on the DNA and direct remodelers
to those nucleosomes that should be repositioned. The
theoretical approach described here can be extended to
take into account cooperative/competitive interactions of
nucleosomes with transcription factors or architectural
proteins such as H1, HMG-group and larger chromosome
proteins involved in the epigenetic regulation (75–78).
This might be particularly relevant for predicting local
dynamical changes in nucleosome positioning at promoter
and enhancer sequences (2,31,33). In addition, histone
variants such as H2A.Z and histone modiﬁcations are
likely to represent additional remodeler-targeting signals
(79,80). Inasmuch as these act as diﬀerent substrates for
remodeling complexes, they could serve to direct the
nucleosome translocation reaction to certain sites.
Within the theoretical approach reported here, these
types of nucleosome subtypes may be considered as addi-
tional species in the calculations (see Supplementary Data
for details). Thus, our nucleosome translocation models
together with the equilibrium association–dissociation
description provide an extendible framework for studying
the mechanistic details of multi-nucleosome rearrange-
ments during transitions between diﬀerent chromatin
states.
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Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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